Actual, Factual
Information
About Healthcare Reform

Answers to 20 frequently
asked questions to help you
decide if Healthcare Reform is
good for YOUR small business.

REFORM TIMELINE

The Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act was passed by the United
States Congress on March 21, 2010,
and signed into law by President
Barack Obama on March 23, 2010.
Its constitutionality was affirmed
by the Supreme Court of the United
States on June 28, 2012.

Why?
CHAPTER ONE
Taking a quick step backward
for a big-picture perspective.
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TWO

Why are so many Americans confused
about Healthcare Reform facts?

Most
Americans
get their healthcare
information from the media,
rather than from healthcare
experts. In addition, the
many meaningful details
of the reform law are
not easy to communicate
in short sound bites, which
means many Americans
are missing key pieces
of information.

Note on graph: “Small firms” are defined as businesses having fewer than 50
employees, including both part-time and full-time workers. The “Underinsured”
are defined as those having continuous health-insurance coverage and spending
10 percent or more of income on out-of-pocket healthcare costs (or 5 percent
or more if low-income), or having deductibles of 5 percent or more of income.
Source: The Commonwealth Fund Biennial Health Insurance Survey (2007).

the Affordable Care Act
builds upon the existing
private employer-based
system of health insurance
coverage. In 2009, 60%*
of the insured population
under 65 had employerbased insurance. This law
is designed to address
priority problems such as the
affordability and adequacy
of coverage and care for
the uninsured (about 19%
of the non-elderly in 2009)*,
as well as systemic problems
in insurance markets,
especially the individual and
small-employer markets.
*Site Source: Employee Benefits
Research Institute, Issue Brief,
Sept. 2010 #347

THREE

For the
population
under 65,

What was
Congress’ strategy?

FOUR

What was Congress’ approach?

The Affordable Care Act is structured to
achieve shared responsibility by 2014,
and to that end, provides financial

coverage more available to higher-risk

assistance to targeted individuals and small

individuals, children and young adults.

businesses to help pay for private health

The ACA also provides for future reforms

insurance that meets certain standards

such as the establishment of state

related to benefits and cost-sharing limits.

Exchanges by 2014, in essence, creating
state-level health insurance “shopping

The Affordable Care Act also establishes

markets” and information clearinghouses

minimum standards for private insurance

for individuals and small businesses.

coverage, including immediate reforms
to improve consumer protections and make

Starting
with the
Nitty Gritty
CHAPTER TWO
Let’s “cut to the chase” and
get to things like “mandates.”

Small employers

FIVE

No.

Do small employers HAVE to
offer health coverage under the
Affordable Care Act?

(fewer than 50 full-time
equivalent [FTE] employees)
offer or pay for coverage.

Large
employers

SIX

face no requirement to

What about larger employers?
Do their requirements differ?

More than 90% of the 6 Million Total
U.S. Businesses Have Fewer than 50 Employees

(50 FTEs or more) are not
required to offer coverage
either, but starting in
2014, if they do not
offer coverage, they face
a potential penalty of up
to $2,000 per employee
if just one employee

1 TO 4

100 OR MORE

(61%)

(2.2%)

20 TO 99
(8.9%)

10 TO 19
(10.7%)

applies and qualifies for
income-related, taxsubsidized coverage in

5 TO 9
(17.6%)

an Exchange. No penalties
apply to small employers.

Note: Full-time and part-time employees counted equally.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Statistics of U.S. Businesses.

SEVEN

If employers do not offer coverage now, but
want to do so in the future, what standards
do they have to meet?

If an employer
buys coverage
from an insurer,
including through a broker, or, starting

After reform is fully implemented in 2014,
insurers must offer small businesses
some of the advantages they offer large
businesses, and will not be allowed to
charge higher premiums based on employee
health, gender or industry type.

in 2014, a new health insurance
Exchange, these “insured products”

The insurer will have to cover an “essential

must meet specific requirements and

benefits package,” required by statute

offer new consumer protections.

to be similar to typical offerings in the
employment-based health benefits market,

For example, effective for plan-years

with employee cost-sharing up to specified

starting September 23, 2010, insurers

limits permitted.

must cover certain preventive services
and provide patient protections and
appeals processes.

EIGHT

Do I have to be concerned about
what’s in the fine print on my
insurance plan?

No.
One of the many objectives
of the Affordable Care Act
is to make it easier for
Americans to determine
which insurance plans
are best for them.
To that end, each insurer
selling in and outside
of the Exchanges, will
be required to offer
a standard set of benefits
within a given, designated
plan level — bronze, silver,
gold or platinum.

In 2014,
individuals will
have a new
responsibility
to carry health coverage. This
applies only to individuals.
It imposes a financial penalty
(through the tax system) for
those individuals with income
above the income-tax-filing
threshold who have not acquired
qualifying health coverage.
The individual mandate was
included in the ACA to bring more
healthy people into the risk pool
so that the costs of sicker people
can be more widely spread.
It is also intended to reduce
the billions of dollars now costshifted to employers, healthcare
providers, and government to
pay for care to the uninsured.

NINE

so-called “individual mandate”

How does the
“individual mandate” work?

The
T-Word
CHAPTER THREE
What about those little words,
“tax” and “taxes?”

TEN

Yes, small employers
with low-wage workers
can get tax credits,

Can an employer qualify
for tax credits?

and the IRS has issued guidance on how
to apply for them, which can be found online
at http://bit.ly/sbtaxcred. To qualify, the employer
must pay at least 50 percent of the premium.
The maximum credit (see below) is available for
firms with 10 or fewer employees and average
wages of less than $25,000. The credit phases
out on a sliding scale as size increases up to
25 employees and average wages increase to
$50,000. Beyond those levels there is no credit.
From 2010 – 2013, the maximum credit
is 35 percent of the employer premium.
Starting in 2014, the maximum credit is
50 percent of the employer premium, and
the employer must be buying coverage through
an Exchange to qualify. The credit is available
for any individual firm for two years after 2014.
For a calculator to help you find what your
tax credit might be, go to http://bit.ly/smbcalc.

*To be eligible for tax credits,
firms must contribute 50% of premiums.
Firms will receive 35% (25% for nonprofits)
of their contribution in tax credits between 2010
and 2013. For-profit firms will get 50% in 2014
and beyond, while nonprofit firms will continue to
receive 35% beyond 2014. Note: Projected premium
is for a family of four in a medium-cost area in 2009
(age 40). Premium estimates are based on actuarial
value = 0.70. Actuarial value is the average percent
of medical costs covered by a health plan. Source:
Commonwealth Fund analysis of Affordable Care
Act (Public Law 111 – 148 and 111 – 152). Premium
estimates are from Kaiser Family Foundation.

ELEVEN

Will employers have to pay
more because of the new tax
on “high cost” health plans?

SMALL BUSINESS TAX CREDITS FOR A
PROJECTED YEARLY FAMILY PREMIUM OF $9,435
35% TAX CREDIT ON
EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTION

The new tax
is applicable
in 2018
to policies
that are very
expensive
(in excess of $10,200 for
self-only coverage and
$27,500 for other coverage),
with adjustments for certain
price increases before
2018, as well as for age,
gender and high-risk
professions. However, an
employer can adapt its plan
to hold its costs below the
threshold so that the tax is
not triggered. Most experts
expect future benefit
packages will be adjusted so
that this tax is not triggered.

50% TAX CREDIT ON
EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTION

Health
Insurance
Exchanges
CHAPTER FOUR
Another variable, but another
simplification, as well.

TWELVE

What is a health
insurance Exchange?

Starting
in 2014,
states will establish “Exchanges”
which are basically shopping
markets and insurance
clearinghouses from which small
businesses and individuals can
buy private health insurance.
States may elect to operate
an Exchange dedicated
to small businesses called
a SHOP exchange. They may
also elect to operate a separate
Exchange for individuals, or
they can combine the two.
If a state elects not to establish
an Exchange, the federal
government will establish
one on the state’s behalf.

THIRTEEN

Can small employers get
their coverage through
an Exchange?

Exchanges are intended to provide
small groups and individuals with some

In 2014 and 2015, states must include

of the advantages larger groups get when

employers with up to 50 employees,

buying health insurance. Exchanges will

and may include employer groups of

accomplish this by reducing administrative

up to 100 employees.

overhead and making insurance plan details
more accessible, more transparent and

In 2016, states must include employers

easier to compare.

up to size 100.

In the initial years, there will be size limits

In 2017 and later years, states may allow

on the small employers allowed to purchase

larger employers to purchase health plans

health benefits through an Exchange.

through an Exchange.

an insurer, or do they have to go through
an Exchange?

Individuals
and groups can
buy through
an Exchange,
or buy health insurance

FIFTEEN

FOURTEEN

Can an employer still buy directly from

Can an employer
still “self-insure?”

outside an Exchange (the
insurers are subject to most
of the same regulations inside
and outside an Exchange).

Yes.

However, it is only for

As is the case today,

insurance purchased in an

employers have the option

Exchange that individuals

to buy insured coverage

can get the sliding-scale tax

or to self-insure.

credit, and small employers
with low wages can get the
employer tax credit to help
pay insurance premiums.

SIXTEEN

Can an employee turn down the employer coverage
and qualify for subsidized coverage in an Exchange?

In general,

coverage, so they are likely

employees are eligible for

to enroll in the employer-

credits in an Exchange. If the

employees with an offer

offered plan.

employee obtains subsidized

of employment-based

Exchange coverage, then

coverage cannot qualify

However, there are two

their employer has to pay a

for the income-related tax

exceptions: if the employer

penalty. In this latter case,

credits in an Exchange

policy has a very low

the employer pays a penalty

(available starting in 2014)

“actuarial value” (less

of $3,000 for each individual

even if their income would

than 60%) or costs to the

employee qualifying for

otherwise qualify them.

employee for the plan

a subsidy, but the penalty

Because of the individual

premium is more than 9.5

amount cannot exceed

mandate, they face tax

percent of the employee’s

what they would pay if they

penalties if they don’t have

income, then those

offered no coverage at all.

1
“Actuarial value” refers to the portion of expected health expenses in an insurance policy paid by the insurer versus the
portion the enrollee covers through deductibles and coinsurance. So an actuarial value of 60% means, for the average-risk
enrollee, the plan pays 60 percent of expenses and the enrollee pays 40 percent. A 60 percent actuarial value is substantially
below the average prevailing in the employer market today.

Premiums
CHAPTER FIVE
Will they go up or down?

SEVENTEEN

PERCENTAGE OF RISING COSTS BETWEEN 1999 AND 2010

What is going

WORKER CONTRIBUTION TO PREMIUMS

to happen to the
premiums for
employer coverage?

PREMIUMS
WORKERS’ EARNINGS
INFLATION

Health care premiums have
risen rapidly in the past,
and these increases are

employees) would range

make substantial changes to

among the underlying

from one percent higher

encourage delivery-system

reasons why healthcare

to two percent lower than

reforms that address some

reform was undertaken.

expected under prior law

of the underlying drivers

No one can be sure about

for comparable benefits,

of healthcare costs. These

premiums in the future.

and changes in premiums

reforms, designed in part

for larger employers would

to reflect the value-based

One estimate by the

range between “no change”

purchasing innovations of

Congressional Budget Office

and 3 percent lower.

larger private employers,
would, if Medicare is

(prior to Senate passage
of legislation in December,

In addition, other provisions

successful, further affect

2009) indicated that by

in the Affordable Care

private-sector costs as well.

2016, premiums for small

Act, and in particular

employers (fewer than 50

the Medicare provisions,

Tell Me More
CHAPTER SIX
Healthcare information
is business information.

TAX CREDITS
Small business premium tax credit

INSURANCE REFORMS
•

Temporary pre-existing condition insurance plan for adults

•

No pre-existing condition exclusions for children

•

Dependent coverage up to age 26

•

Preventive benefits with no cost-sharing

•

Restricts use of annual dollar limits on benefits

•

Eliminates lifetime limits

•

No insurance company rescissions allowed

•

Consumer appeals process

•

Rigorous state insurance rate reviews

When will

EIGHTEEN

•

some of the key
ACA provisions
take effect?

EXCHANGES

WWW.HEALTHCARE.GOV WEB SITE LAUNCHED
MEDICAL LOSS RATIO REQUIREMENT
•

For small group/individual
coverage, insurers must spend
80% of premium dollar on health
services, not overhead

2010

2011

•

INSURANCE REFORMS
•

Insurers must provide a
uniform summary of benefits
to help consumers compare
insurance options

2012

Open enrollment
for state and federal
exchanges begins
October 1, 2013;
states set up an
Exchange or default
to a federal Exchange

2013

COVERAGE
•

Requires individuals to have insurance coverage

•

Exchange coverage begins

•

Provides refundable and advanceable tax credits and cost-sharing subsidies to families
with incomes between 133 – 400% of the federal poverty level

•

Requires guarantee issue and renewability of health insurance regardless of health status

•

Allows limited premium variation based only on age (limited to 3:1 ratio),
geographic area, family composition and tobacco use (limited to 1.5:1 ratio)

•

Medicaid expansion for families with incomes below 133% of poverty level as state option

2014

NINETEEN

Where can an employer access
additional information?

We’re always
available
to answer
questions
at Ascension
Health,
and the U.S. Department
of Health and Human
Services is making a great
deal of information available
on the Web. A key Web
site for small employers
is: www.healthcare.gov.

TWENTY

Is Healthcare Reform good
for MY small business?

By providing
the most
current
answers
to some
frequently
asked
questions
about Healthcare Reform’s
affect on small businesses,
it’s our hope that Actual,

Factual Information
has helped you craft an
answer to this question
for yourself.

www.ascensionhealth.org
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